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TEN YARDS OF MUSLIN
Carla Stoneberg
I was out shopping for dress material at the fabric shop this morning
when I happened to pass by a display of unbleached muslin. I stopped a
moment and fingered the coarse, rough l1Jateriai. Gazing out the s~ore
window at the gray winter skies, I stayed there with that bolt of fabric a
long time. I was thinking of the story my grandmother Christina once
told me of the ten yards of muslin and the winter she grew into
womanhood.
* * * * *
"Papa!" cried ten-year-old Christina Swenson sitting proudly
beside her father in the big wagon. "I have never been so happy! I am so
glad you wanted me to come with you!"
The little girl and the big man were beginning the long trip from
their farm home in North Dakota to the distant town of Bismarck. Itwas
mid-November, and this would be their last chance to get supplies before
the winter snows came.
Christina loved to travel over the prairies like this with the wind
whipping through her long blond hair. She watched as it rippled through
the brown buffalo grass and imagined it ruffling the feathers of hidden
prairie chickens. She looked up and saw how the wind controlled the
clouds, those high, white horse tails flung out grandly across the blue sky
by some unseen circus master. Christina knew that their wagon was
really a tiny ship being blown across sea of prairie, a sea that went on
forever without end.
"I'm glad it's just you and me on this trip, Papa," the girl said,
moving closer to the farmer on the seat beside her.
Christina did not care that her father's muttered reply was lost on
the wind. She knew he loved her, even if he never said so. Often when
they went to town, the whole family went. This time, however, Mama
had decided to stay home with Christina's four younger brothers. When
Papa had brought up the subject of this trip, Mama said she was having
enough trouble these days just taking care of her children at home. But
Christina could go.
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Christina had been delighted. She was a born traveler at heart, a
lover of Chinese palaces, rare Persian birds, and other exotic splendors
she had read about in her teacher's geography book. Some day she would
see them all.
She had a reason, this time, for wanting to be alone with Papa. She
hoped to be able to influence him in the matter of yard goods for a
Christmas dress for Mama. This was a secret hope which she had been
nourishing for many days. Christina could not remember when Mama
had last had a new dress. Mama worked so hard for them all and was so
pretty and frail. A new dress would bejust the thing to pep her up a bit.
Christina's thoughts centered for a while on Mama. What must it
have been like, she wondered, to leave Sweden at the age of eighteen; to
leave parents and homeland forever, to cross the Atlantic amid icebergs
and storms; to reach New York alone; to travel to Marquette, Michigan;
and there to meet and marry another emigrant Swede, who was planning
to homestead in the brand new state of North Dakota?
Now, five children and a whole decade later, Mama certainly
deserved a new dress; Itmust be gingham or calico. Pink would be pretty
with Mama's sandy red hair. Pink, like the color of the prairie roses she
loved. Auntie Hildur would help sew the dress. And maybe, Christina
mused, there would even be enough material left over to make a dress for
a ten-year-old girl.
She was proud of how they looked now, she and Papa, as they
crossed the prairie together. She always liked to wear her church dress,
and going to town demanded one's best. Papa had on his best overalls
and his red woolen shirt. Since the day was not too cold, his sheepskin
overcoat was unbuttoned, and the earflaps on his muskrat cap were tied
across the top of the cap. As always, his dark, full beard and mustache
made her think of a giant.
She admired him for a few moments, but he was lost in thought as
they slowly jiggled over the rutted trail. He didn't talk too much, her
papa. He kept his thoughts and feelings mostly to himself. When he did
speak to her, he used his broken English, determined that she should not
learn Swedish bu t instead the language of the new country.
If she knew what he was thinking right now, she might figure out
how best to tell him about the pink gingham for Mama's Christmas
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dress. Christina reached into the pocket of her own overcoat and pulled
out the list of items they would buy when they reached Yegan's General
Merchandise in Bismarck. Slowly she read the words Mama had
ciphered: flour, sugar, salt, pepper, dried fruit, beans, ten yards of
muslin, thread, kerosene, a butcher knife, a milk pail, a horse collar ....
That night before they had left.. Mama and Papa had carefully gone over
the list, weighing their needs and wants against the meager contents of
Papa's old leather purse. The list had been much longer until it was
subjected to her parents' careful trimming. It had been a bad year on the
farm, she knew, and her parents stilI owed on the lumber for the new
barn Papa had just built. There simply was not enough money. How, she
wondered, could she ever convince her father to add pink gingham to
the list?
Christina's thoughts were abruptly interrupted. Ahead near the
trail was a partially consumed carcass of an antelope. Itwas obviously a
fairly fresh kill. A coyote, she wondered? Her father had seen it too. She
was on the verge of asking him about it, when she saw how intently he was
staring at the bloody remains. Christina shuddered and kept her silence.
Yegan's General Merchandise was already bustling with activity
early the next morning when Christina and her father walked in. Other
farmers had also decided to take advantage of this spell of mild weather
to stock up for the winter, and the storekeeper was busy climbing up and
down his ladder fetching items for them off his high shelves. A group of
farm wives were clustered around the potbellied stove in the center of the
store laughing at the tale one of them was telling. Christina watched
them a while, feeling the.warmth of their happiness.
While Papa talked with a friend, Christina gazed down the aisles at
the rows and rows of provisions. She saw paper bags containing roasted
coffee beans bearing proud names like Arbuckle and Lionhead. Her eyes
rolled over a vast fleet of large cloth sacks filled with Oxident Flour, all '
bearing the familiar "XXXX" trademark. She saw five-gallon con-
tainers of honey, and that reminded herto ask Papa to be sure-to get one.
Honey would be good for Mama's cough. Her nose soon located the large
boxes rounded high with bright red apples. Near the apples she found
boxes filled with dried raisins, apricots, and prunes.
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Catching the sharp scent of new leather, Christina ran eagerly over
to the display of new shoes. She and Papa would choose two pairs before
they left: one pair for her and one pair for Andrew, the oldest boy. The
other children would each inherit a new pair of hand-me-downs.
After a while Christina left the shoes and wandered up and down the
hardware section of the store. Here she found the milk skimming pans
and the new bucket Mama wanted.
At last she came to the yard goods. Crossing her fingers, she let her
eyes explore up and down the bolts of brightly colored calicoes and
ginghams. To her delight, the pink ginngham she wanted was really
there. And prairie rose pink itwasl Surely when Papa saw it, he could not
possibly refuse.
Christina ran back to her father, who was still talking with his
neighbor. "Papal" she cried. "I have just found the most beautiful pink
ginghaml Please, Papa, could we buy some ofit so that Mama could have
a new dress to wear to the Christmas morning Uylata service at church?"
Papa looked at Christina a long moment before answering. She
tried to read his expression, to figure out what his answer would be, but
the look in his eyes was a strange one, one she had never seen before. As
usual, she could not guess his thoughts. At last he said slowly and with
finality, "Christina. You forget. Ve vas hailed out in summer. Ve have
not money for pink gingham dresses."
She knew she could not argue with him. To do so, especially in front
of the other farmers, could only bring down his wrath. It was bad
enough, she realized, that she had embarrassed him. He had had to
remind her publicly of their poverty. Hot splinters of shame and anger
stung in her cheeks. Itjust wasn't fair!
For the next hour Christina sat and moped amid the cracker
barrels.
When it was their turn, Christina watched with only passing interest
as Papa read from the list and the storekeeper filled their order. Flour,
salt, sugar, the honey for Mama ... it was all laid out, item by item, on
the storekeeper's large counter. Then Papa came to the word "muslin"
on the list.
"Vat kind of plain cloth you have?" he asked. The storekeeper
brought his bolt of muslin. Christina thought of the garments her mother
would sew for the children.
"Ya. Some of dat," he said. Then, after glancing quickly at
Christina, he added, "You have anytingdarker?"
"Pink, Papal" Christina whispered excitedly, her hopes suddenly
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rising again.
The storekeeper answered, "No, not in plain cloth. But I have some
ginghams and calicoes ... " .
"No." Papa cut him off abruptly. "I'll yust take tventy yards of
muslin."
"Mama said ten yards," Christina whispered nervously.
"Tventy yards, please."
Christina smiled up at her father. He did not return her smile, but
she understood. He was embarrassed that they could not afford
gingham, but he still wanted Mama to have the new dress. Muslin wasn't
so pretty as gingham, to be sure, but still, it could be embroidered ....
And the extra ten yards, she concluded, was certainly enough for a new
dress for herself as well.
When they arrived back home, Christina watched with pride and
curiosity as Papa stopped first at the old barn. There he hung up the new
horse collar in the harness room. Then he took the twenty yards ofmuslin
and cut the fabric into two ten-yard lengths. Christina watched as he
took one length, the material for Mama's surprise dress, and folded it
gently, smoothing it down just so. Then he laid it in an old wooden box in
the harness room.
"It's a secret, isn't it, Papa?" Christina asked happily; ,"Iwon't
tell!"
Papa looked again at Christina with that same strange look she had
not been able to identify back at Yegan's store.
"Ya," he said quietly. "It's a secret. Ve go in da house now. Say
hello to Mama."
It was almost Christmas, and Christina was worried. Things were
somehow different this Yuletide. It bothered her, and she tried to figure
out just why everything should seem so, well, unusual.
One difference was that Mama, was always loved any excuse to get
together with the neighbors, had not gone along when the farm ladies all
gathered at Hedstrom's to make the annual Christmas cheese. "You
go," Mama had said. "You are old enough to learn how to do it your-
self." So Christina had taken the morning milk from Bossy and had gone
alone to the Hedstroms. There the women had all poured their milk into
a huge wash boiler. Mrs. Hedstrom-was the best cheese maker in the
township. She knew all about proper temperatures and cooking times
and how to press the resulting mass into cheese.
"You watch," she had told Christina. "I promised yourrna I would
show you how." Christina had watched and had learned.
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Another thing that annoyed Christina was her mother's recent
demands on her time. Mama was making her do many things she had
never had to do before. She had never liked milking the cow, so Mama
had always done it. Now Mama made Christina do the milking.
Christina also had to help wash the clothes, cook the meals, feed the
chickens, and (most disgusting of all) mind the boys.
"Mama," Christina had rebelled one morning. "You're making a
slave out of me! I hate it!"
Mama had turned away a moment before answering. Then she had
leveled her pale blue eyes at Christina and had said evenly, "You're
almost eleven years old now. It's time you took on more responsibility."
Most worrisome of all, however, was Papa. He had refused to give
Christina the dress material so that she and Auntie Hildur could get
started on making Mama's Christmas surprise. Finally, when Christmas
was only a week away, Christina confronted Papa in the barn.
"If you don't let me have it," she wailed, "we'll never get it done for
Christmas.' ,
Papa stopped pitching hay. "Christina," he said. "I have decided.
It should not be a Christmas dress. Ve vill save it for spring."
So Christina went to the Yulata service in the same dress she had
worn to town the month before. Mama did not go with the rest of the
family. She had sweated a lot the night before, and her cough was worse.
Chtistina stood at the kitchen window and gazed out at the endless
landscape of swirling snow. For days the winds had howled out of the
northwest and she had long since grown deaf to their mournful wails.
Nor did she any longer hear the sounds of her mother's coughing, which
were now equally constant with the ceaseless wind.
A frozen, late January sun, flanked by two eerie sun dogs, hung
suspended in the southern sky. From where she stood, Christina could
see the new bam, which Papa had finished building last fall. Papa was
out there now, inspecting his work. As she watched, lost in her own
thoughts, she only very slowly became aware of what Papa was doing. He
was starting to take the bam down! She squinted to see better through
the frost crystals on the pane. He removed several boards and hauled
them off to the old barn. When he came in, she demanded to know what
he had been doing.
"I didn't get dat part right," he mumbled. "I can make it better."
But he didn't. The hole in the barn remained.
It was Valentine's Day, and Christina was numb. Every time she
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looked at the cot nearthe kitchen stove, she shuddered and turned away.
For days Mama had lain on that cot, coughing up blood. Christina was
exh austed from trying to take care of her mother, mind her little
brothers, and cook the meals. Papa, these past days, had been more
silent than ever and had begun spending long hours alone in the barn.
Christina, standing again by the window, knew it was almost over.
Mama no longer answered when she spoke to her. Her eyelids half
covered the glassy blue eyes without blinking. The last time Christina
had given her a spoonful of water, the liquid had rattled there a longtime
in her mother's throat. Now the breaths came in irregular gasps. Finally
they stopped altogether.
Christina walked slowly to the front room where the boys were busy
playing. She did not tell them. Instead, she returned to the kitchen,
pulled on her overshoes and coat, and headed out toward the old barn.
There she. found Papa. He was using a mixture .of kerosene and soot to
blacken the coffin that he had made from the barn boards.
"Mama's gone." She said it simply.
Papa nodded. He got up and walked to the harness room. Reaching
into the wooden box, he removed the length ofmuslin.
Suddenly Christina understood. "You knew all along!" she accused
him. "Away back then. when we bought the muslin, you knew it would
never bea dress for Mama!"
The great, hulking man slowly nodded. He.walkedto the barn door
and gazed out toward the distant horizon. Outside the eternal prairie
winds were still howling their endless, mindless lament. "I alvays knew,"
hesaid. 'Talvays knewitvould be her shroud;"
/
A timeto be born; a-time todie ....
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How can I forgive the man I love?
MY HUSBAND STOLE CHRISTMAS ...
while I watched in hel pless terror!
Libby Kelley
"Don't, Rod," I pleaded. "You'll regret this for the rest of your
life!"
Helpless, I watched in aching misery as my husband picked up his
leather coat and climbed into our battered '67 sleigh. Where had I gone
wrong? Whirling snow blinded my vision, reminding me of that fateful
June morning I first laid eyes on Rod Grinch ....
I was working the noon shift at the diner down in WhoviIIe when
Babs dropped her left eyelash in the biscuits and gravy. Unknowing,
unsuspecting that my destiny would change its course in moments, I bent
pensively over the gravy-filled sieve. A strong but gentle tap seared my
shoulder, and I froze, shuddering. "Ma'am." Turning slowly, I pushed
the hairnet from my eyes. "Ma'am, do you sell Suo-Cones?"
Silence. I could almost hear the biscuits molding. Our eyes met, and
shaking in confusion, I directed him to my apartment instead of Dairy
Queen.
One thing led to another, and Rod and I were married in July. How
I'd longed for our first Christmas together! Just me, Rod, and Max, our
little wolfhound. We'd spied Max in the window of the Whoville Pet
Shoppe, chewing on a hamster, and bought her immediately in a
moment of giddy impulse. "Max," we called her, after my blow comb.
I sobbed, choking back the agonizing memory. Was this my fatal
mistake? Why hadn't I suspected when Rod slipped that Saint Bernard,
four piranhas, and a ten-pound bag of kitty litter under his trench coat
and strode defiantly out of the store? My husband was a sadistic k!ep-
tomaniac, and I was powerless to prevent it!
Max! I wept in silent misery, returning to co!d, hard reality as I
noticed my loafers had tilled up with snow. Max used to chew on these
loafers, I thought sadly to myself, but she wouldn't tonight. NO! Painful
sobs racked my body. Max was guiding Rod, the man I'd foolishly
believed I loved, down to Whoville and the sickest crime imaginable.
Rod was going to steal Christmas. Why? Where had I and John
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. Birch failed? I turned, sickened by the crime, but fearful for my
husband. What would happen if they caught Rod? Would Christmas fit
under his trench coat?
I should have known when he dyed the Easter eggs black. Splashing
cold water on my tear-stained face, I packed my meager suitcase and
caught the next bus to New WhereviIIe.
Living alone was rough at first,and I fought a raging internal battle
when I heard Rod had returned Christmas. But no, NO, I wouldn't go
back there. I couldn't go back to Rod. N0t after what had happened. I
shook my head sadly. All my hopeless love could never change this
demented maniac. I knew, KNEW in my heart that Rod would always
eat liverwurst for Thanksgiving dinner.
The pain's going away, little by little, day by day. I got ajob cooking
green eggs and ham at the New WhereviIIe diner, and the other morning
(continued on page 67)
I..
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UNTITLED
Chris Steel
Mustaf Abrad looked around the room with a satisfied expression.
His comrades were waiting anxiously for his next words. "Yes, my
friends-the Jews wiII never know what hit themlOur _plan is.fool-proof!
Once the barbed wire is cut, the kibbutz will be completely open to at-
tack. At that hour of night, that far into Israel-they wiII be helpless.
Strike quickly, aim weIl, and show no mercy! We have waited quite a
while for this opportunity. Good luck."
As the band of gueriIIas left the room, Mustaf sat deep in thought.
Visions of his peaceful and happy Palestinian village, images of his
mother, his father, his brother Sharif appeared in his mind. But the
picture soon was clouded by the remembrance of the flight of Israeli
fighters that left his village a flaming wreck. He fought back the tears as
he recaIled his parents, his brother, his uncle, and his cousin being
buried in that common grave-"to prevent disease," as the Jordanian
official put it. A disgracel He had been a guerilla ever since. That was
seven years ago-he was now almost twenty years old. "But I am a man
now," he thought bitterly. "I am doing what I can to save Palestine from
the Zionists."
There were still two days to go before the attack. Mustafspent his
time cleaning his weapon and going over the plans. He knew he was a
wanted man, high on the Israeli list of most dangerous terrorists, yet he
felt free to walk the streets of Amman. Although King Hussein hated the
Palestinians, there was little he or the Jordanian government could do to
stop their activities. "It certainly makes living a lot easier," thought
Mustaf.
He was confident the attack would succeed. Itwould be just another
successful operation to his credit-but it would definitely do much to
damage the recent trip of Sadat to Jerusalem. "What a traitor Sadat is I"
thought Mustaf. "I would kiII him if! could."
Feeling hungry, he left his tiny room and headed for his favorite
cafe. The night was warm and clear, and the smeII of the bazaar in-
trigued him as always. Mustaf thought of having an excellent din-
ner-perhaps mutton. He never had to pay for his dinner, since the
owner of the cafe was a PLO sympathizer. As he walked briskly down the
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street, he noted the unusual lack of people, but did not give it much
thought. He turned the corner and walked into the dark alley that led to
the cafe. A sudden, shocking, blinding wave of pain overwhelmed him.
He felt his stomach ripped open and the knife plunge even deeper. Then
he was on the ground. He looked upto see a dark face silhouetted against
the pale moon. He heard the Arabic words, spoken with a thick Hebrew
accent: "That was for my mother and wife, murdered at Maalot in 1975.
You were there, you bastard!"
As the steps receded from the dark alley, Mustafs face, though
contorted with incredible pain, broke into a faint smile. He tried to yell,
but the words came out as a dying whisper-"You are mistaken, my
friend. I have never even seen Maalot."
I
/
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loo-YARD DASH
David Vandegrift
Notarace, butadash.
Sometimes too quick,
Never enough time to think.
Just hard sweated practice, makes the kick.
Stretch, loosen, relax.
When it comes, be ready.
Spiked shoes to dig into cinders,
Strength fused with style.
Get into the lane,
Compete-s-head to head.
Practice over-now the dash.
The mind confident makes the kick.
"On your mark" -settle in blocks
"Set" -anticipation-
"Gun" -full out, noreserve.
Compete with others-
Compete against self-
Strive to be better, strain to be best.
Bear the agony.
That makes the kick.
Last few yards;
Ribbon in sight,
Stretch to break it,
Failure against others
But success with self.
Cinders in my face have mademe stronger.
My spikes will dig deeper next time.
My kick will sting more,
I'll try again-I'll win.
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THE CAR
Cynthia Robertson
"They alone can pride themselves on their happiness, who are loved in
return by those they love."
Bruce walked out of school with the rest of the students, his friend
Tom beside him talking constantly. He didn't hear a word Tom was
saying. His eyes and mind were on the long, silky blonde hair of the girl
walking just ahead of him. It seemed to slide a little from side to side as
she walked. "God, that's beautiful," he thought. As the group reached
the corner bus stop, she turned slightly, as if she felt his eyes on her. He
glanced away quickly, and a book slipped from under his arm and fell to
the ground.
"Hey, Bruce, do you want to go to the movies tomorrow night or
not?"
"U gh? Oh-no, I can't. I'm broke. But my mom is on the night
shift at the hospital again. Why don't you stop by after the movies and
we'll finish off the beer. I've still got three cans left over from the party
last week."
Just then, Tom gave Bruce a jab in the ribs: "Quick-look! Here
comes Curt in that car of his again. Man, is that cooll" A bright, yellow
Corvair came roaring out of the school parking lot, turned, and then
slowed abruptly, as it cruised up to the curb and stopped. A dark, curly-
haired face leaned out of the window and called through the crowd of
girls standing near the bus stop. "Hey Barbara-want a ride home?"
Bruce watched with painful envy, as the blonde climbed gracefully into
the car and drove away. He felt a wave of anger start somewhere in the pit
of his stomach and rise slowly. It lodged in his throat and he wanted to
yell. Tom saw the tight look on his friend's face and said, "Man you
better calm down. Your face is turning green."
When the bus finally arrived, the two boys tiled on and Bruce slid in
by the window and landed hard on the seat. He sat slumped in the
corner, staring out. His whole mood had changed. "For Pete's sake,"
Tom said, "this is getting serious. If you like the girl so much, why the
hell don't you call herup and ask her out?"
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"Sure-that'd be just great. Then what? I suppose I'd take her to
the movies on my bicycle or something. That'd make a big impression.
Nope-I've decided there is only one answer. I've got to get myself a carl
Somehow-I'm going to do it." He said it more to himself than to Tom.
"Now you're really dreaming. You don't have any money-how are
you ever going to buy a car? Besides, don't you think you're rushing
things a little? The girl doesn't even know you're alive." But Bruce didn't
hear Tom's last remark. He was picturing himself behind the wheel ofa
bright, red car, with Barbara sitting by his side, smiling that gorgeous
smile of hers- her beautiful blonde hair blowing in the wind.
Bruce got off at his regular stop, but he didn't go straight home that
afternoon. Instead, he walked past his grey frame house, with its slightly
sagging front porch, and kept walking until he reached the gas station on
the corner. He had been coming there for years to use the coke machine
and then hang around watching Bob, the owner, work. The place was
dirty and greasy and cold, but Bruce never noticed. He like the sound of
engines starting up and the soft "bing" of the bell which rang everytime a
car drove past the pump. He was standing next to the cash register when
Bob came in. He felt awkward and nervous when Bob looked at him, but
he was determined. "Bob," he said, bravely. "I'm looking for ajob and I
thought maybe you could use someone to come in after school and help."
Bob paused for a minute and wiped a greasy hand across his forehead.
"Come to think of it, I could use another two hands around here. I
just lost a guy last week. 1 can't pay you more than $1.50 an hour,
though, and we stay open till 10:00. What time could you get here in the
afternoons?" Bruce's face lit up.
"I can be here by 3: 15 and 1don't mind long hours-the longer the
better. I can pump gas and don't worry about my adding-l get A's in
Math and 1 learn fast too." All this was said in one breath. Bob couldn't
keep from laughing. "Hey, wait a minute. You'll burn yourself out
before you even start. Say, how old are you, Bruce?"
"Seventeen. I've got my license-I got it last year before Dad died."
Bob leaned on the counter and shook his head.
"Boy, it seems like just last year you were coming in here hunting
bottle caps. Well, O. K., son, you're on. I'llsee you after school
tomorrow. "
That was at the end of September. From that time on Bruce's life
changed. He was so busy he could hardly keep track of the days. He
didn't go out for football. He didn't even have time to go to any of the
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games. He hated that part, especially since Barbara was a cheerleader.
She looked terrific in her uniform and when she swished past his desk in
that short skirt he closed his eyes and imagined how she would have
rushed up to him after a big game. He would have just-made a winning
touch-down and she would throw her arms around his neck and cry
something into his ear like, "You're wonderful." Some nights when he
got home at 10: 30 he was too tired to study, and on other nights he stayed
up late, then fell asleep in class the next day.
He never missed school. School was where Barbara was, just a
glimpse of her was like a refueling for him-it charged him up through
the rest of the day. She was in the same English class and once in awhile
she'd say, "Hi, Bruce." That was all he needed to send him into new and
more exciting dreams of how it would be when he got his car.
By the middle of October, fatigue and daydreams had begun to
show in his schoolwork. He found it harder and harder to pay attention,
especially in English class. One day he was called on unexpectedly when
he had been drawing a sketch of Barbara's profile instead of listening.
Mrs. Pruitt asked to see him after class. She questioned him with great
worried eyes. What had been the matter lately? Was there trouble at
home since his father died? She referred to his last two English papers
which lay on her desk with bright red "C's" blinking on the top of each.
He had never gotten anything lower than a "B" before. The whole thing
worried him-not because of the grade, but because things had been
going so well. He stammered some, and said that everything was all
right, he'd do better next time. He was afraid Mrs. Pruitt might call his
Mother to complain. He couldn't have that-not now. He had just found
the perfect car that past weekend. It was blue, rather than red, but the
tires were good. The man at the lot had let him test-drive it. Once around
the block and he knew it was just what he wanted-and only $300.00. If
Mrs. Pruitt called his Mother it might ruin everything. He had been
avoiding her concerned looks for days. A call like that might be just
enough to have her come down hard on him and make him quit work.
Bruce reassured his teacher a second time, then hurried outside the
building where he could breathe easily again.
He already had almost half enough money by the end of October.
He kept it hidden in a sock, inside one of his old boots in the bedroom
closet. Every payday he cashed the check immediately, then that night he
took all the money out and counted it carefully before adding the new
cash to it.
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I
/
Bruce became increasingly nervous and restless as he came closer to
reaching his goal. He had begun to make elaborate plans of how he
would approach Barbara once his car had become a reality. He decided
to invite her to the Sock Hop at school at the end of November-that
would give him time to drive the car awhile and get used to it. Again and
again, he practiced what he would say to her-how he would start. At
first he planned to call her on the phone. He even dialed her number a
few times in hopes she would answer. Each time, he hung up im-
mediately, then sat frozen by the phone, greatly agitated by the thrill of
his own nerve. Later he decided that calling Barbara was out-too cold
and impersonal. Instead, he would stop her after English class or when
she was walking to her locker.
The first Monday in December was one of the coldest that Fall.
Bruce would remember it always. He was up before the alarm that
morning, wide awake and eager to make the day pass quickly. He was so
excited that he felt giddy all day and found it difficult to sit still in class.
When school was finally over Bruce even ran the two blocks from the bus
stop to the service station. Bob always gave him his paycheck early on
Mondays, then let him run across to the bank and cash it before getting
to work. This day Bob noticed Bruce was happier than he had even seen
him. "Judging by the grin on your face, this must be the big weekend,"
hesaid. "Are you sure this adds up to enough?"
"Yep-three hundred and fifty dollars," Bruce.said, proudly. "I
had the salesman write up the sale a long time ago, so I'd be sure to have
the right amount. He even put a 'sold' sign on the car last week and
didn't charge me anything extra to hold it."
"Well, you deserve it. I've never seen a kid work harder. Does this
mean I should start looking for a new boy?"
"Oh, no-I still want to work for you. But I think I'd like to cut
down on the number of hours if I can. You know, so I can study more.
Mom's afraid I won't get a scholarship if! keep getting "C's." She wants
me to go to college."
"That makes good sense. Why don't you wait until Friday to talk
about hours. I'm sure we can work something out." Bob really liked the
boy. He added, "We might even talk about a little raise by then."
"Hey, Bob, thanks! That's great!" and with that, Bruce was so
happy his feet barely touched the ground all evening.
He was home by 10:15 and didn't stop by the kitchen to. raid the
refrigerator. Instead he went straight up the stairs to his room. When he
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opened the closet door, he noticed that something was different. There
were no dirty clothes or piles of books and shoes strewn around.
Everything looked clean and bare. There were a couple of pairs ofKeds
lined up neatly and a small stack of books, but no old boots. His heart
stopped. The boots were gonel After the initial shock, he began to search
the closet frantically, pulling everything off the shelves and knocking
things aside. Itwas no use-the boots were gone!
"Mo-ther! Mother!" he yelled at the top of his voice. His Mother
came hurrying into the room, startled by the urgency in his voice. He
whirled around at her with clentched fists. "Where are my boots!" he
demanded.
"Y ou mean those old cowboy boots? I gave them to Goodwill-they
were way too small for you. I cleaned out your whole closet today ... "
"You didn't-you couldn't have! They had my money in
them-almost $300.00!" He was shouting at her. "You had no right to
clean my closet! You had no right!" She looked at him helplessly with
. wide, bewildered eyes.
"Oh, Bruce-I'm sorry. I had no idea-I had no idea you had any
money here. Maybe we can get it back. The truck just came this af-
ternoon. Maybe if! call firstthing in the morning ... "
"But my car. I'm supposed to pay for my car tomorrow morning."
Bruce was overcome by despair. He slumped down on the end ofthe bed.
"Please forgive me, Bruce," his Mother pleaded. "I thought you
were putting your money in the bank. I never dreamed you'd keep that
much money here in the house."
"Just leave me alone," he said, quietly. "Please-get out and leave
me alone." She backed out of the room and closed the door.
Bruce began to cry. Softly at first-restrained, the way he had cried
a year ago. Then harder. All the grief he had been holding deep inside
came rushing out and he sobbed for the first time in his life. He cried for
the money-the loss-but more than that, he cried for all the losses he
had suffered and the greatest loss of all-his Father. There was anger
mixed with sorrow then. He wanted to curse his Father leaving him alone
and helpless and in need. He cried until there were no tears left and he
fell asleep, exhausted.
When Bruce woke up the next morning, his body felt tired and
heavy. He dragged himself out of bed with a sense of dread. His Mother
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was sitting in the kitchen with her hands folded in her lap. He knew she
had been there all night.
"I'm going down to the Goodwill store. 1 want to be there when it
opens," hesaid.
She looked up weakly and said, "Bruce, you know 1 have some
savings. If you don't find the money, 1have enough to give you."
He shook his head. He knew there had been barely enough to pay
the funeral bills and that was why they'd had to sell the family car.
"No thanks-I don't want it." His Mother looked so sad and
beaten he could hardly stand it. "But-thanks anyway, Mom."
He was gone for more than an hour and when the screen door
banged behind him, his Mother knew immediately he had been un-
successful. "What happened?" she said.
"I found the boots all right-but the money was gone," he said
flatly. "The guy down there asked all around the place if someone had
found it, but no one would admit to it. That's what kills me-one of
those people has my money and was looking right at me, but wouldn't
admit it."
"Well, at least let me give you half of it. You can earn the rest in a
few weeks. Maybe the car will still be there," she said.
"No! Never mind. 1 don't even care about the damn car anymore.
Look-let's just forget it. It was all just a dream anyway. Itwasn't your
.fault. 1 should have put it in the bank in the first place. 1was just greedy,
1 guess. 1 just wanted to see it and count it and keep it near all the time.
The whole thing was crazy."
Bruce didn't go to school that day. He lay on the sofa feeling numb.
He tried to watch TV, but turned it off-he couldn't stand to watch the
game shows with people jumping up and down, squealing over the
money they had won for doing nothing.
After dinner the phone rang. He wasn't even going to answer it. He
was afraid it would be Tom or one of the other guys and he wasn't ready
to start answering a lot of questions. But his Mother answered and called
him. There was no way out. He picked up the phone, reluctantly and
said, "Hello?"
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"Bruce, this is Barbara-Barbara Baker, from you English class."
He was so stunned that there was a long pause before he could find his
voice. "Oh-yeh-Hi."
"I'm calling you because-well, you see, I belong to this club called
Sub-debs and we're having a party next weekend and, well, I was
wondering if you would like to go with me."
He managed to answer somehow, "I'd like that-I mean-I'd like
to--a lot."
"Good," she said. ''I'll tell you more about it at school tomorrow."
"O.K. Say, Barbara, I hope you don't mind if I ask, but I thought
you were dating Curt."
"Oh, that-that's all over. All he ever talked about was that car of
his. Frankly, I got tired of playing second-fiddle to a silly old car."
AN OLDY MOLDY
Karen Greene
The old woman wrinkled her brow as she gazed at the overflowing
fruit bin. Deep lines resembling the muddy river's tributaries
crisscrossed her face and added many years to the already grey visage.
The lower jaw moved up and down in a spastic biting motion. This
displayed an extreme overbite. There was no telling what would happen
ifshe did bite into one of the red beauties before her in the bin.
She raised a. bonelike hand to her hair, making an attempt to
beautify herself before asking the clerk, "Excuse. me, young man, is the
sign correct?"
The young blond clerk merely gazed at her batting eyelashes for
several seconds. He couldn't help but notice her crooked smile which
displayed two rows of crooked white teeth that resembled a white picket
fence that had missed several spring paintings.
Standing away from the black shawled figure, the boy answered,
"Yes, Ma'am. That's what the sign says. One pound will cost you fifty-
nine cents." He turned away.
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She ran her fingers through her stringy black hair and wagged a
finger at the boy saying, "It's not right. George always says you can't
trust no one. He's right. All you grocers are a-like. All you care about is
money, money, and more money. In my day," her breath was now
touching his face, "they gave away apples and ya can bet they never had
no bruises either!"
The young clerk watched her as she nervously fumbled through the
bin touching every piece of fruit with her twisted white hands. Each
apple was picked up gently, but thrown with disconcern back into the
bin. Occasionally she would sigh heavily and wipe unseen perspiration
from her forehead with the fringe on her shawl.
She bent low over the fruit bin and placed one hand on the counter
to support herself. Her other hand was on her hip as if she were in pain.
"Son," her voice cracked, "you're young and spirited, and you can get
around. Not me. I've only got a few months left. It's all a matter of time.
It's just a matter oftime."
"A -ha," the boy nodded and looked at the other customers.
She abruptly reached her stiff arms out and clung to the clerk's
sleeve. In a low tone she said, "Couldn't you this one time give me a
discount? I've got grandchildren coming to see me and no food to eat."
By now tears had formed in the old lady's eyes. She started to
wrinkle her face as if she were about to cry. Soft whimpers left her lips,
but the clerk said nothing to comfort her. The woman suddenly
straightened her bent "S" shaped posture and eyed the clerk with sharp
shining eyes. She ran her fingers through her hair again and squinted as
in deep thought.
Finally she spoke, "Listen, you, I think this is absolutely insane!
You've got ajob, but what about us old folks?? George was right! George
was so right!" Her voice seemed to rise in pitch; "I'll just take my
business elsewhere!"
The old woman concluded her statement with her nose in the air.
After several seconds, she shifted her eyes over to the clerk to get a look at
his expression. He was kneeling over a closed banana carton. There was
no expresson on his face. She stamped her foot against the ground.
"Listen, lady, I have hundreds of you Golden Agers come in here
everyday. You and I both know that Mr. George was a rich 01' man, so
quit complaining! The sign says fifty-nine cents a pound and that's what
they are. Now if you don't like it-"
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"Rude, rude, rudelll Would you say that to your grandma? No, sir!
Snicker, snicker, snicker, you're a dreadful young thing!"
"Listen, life's rough!"
The old lady chuckled as he turned away. She looked up at the
lights, raised her hand to her lips, and whispered, "This is for you,
George." She quietly tiptoed over to the bin and reached in. Before the
clerk even knew it, one ofthe red beauties was hidden under her shawl.
UNTITLED
Anita B. Olin
Sitting wearily on a cracked step,
Experience shows on the old man's face.
His leathered skin tells.
Oh, how well he knows oflife.
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I SING THE BODY ECLECTIC
or
What if Whitman Had Had a Grumpy Day?
Kevin Cook
1
I sing the body eclectic,
That army offans of mine bugs me and I bug them,
They will not let me off till I act daring, break some rules,
And scandalize them, and charge them by the line for my endless
counting-off of stuff.
Was it doubted thata guy who gets paid by the volume would be less than
voluminous?
And if those who tile fluffy fillers are as bad as those who pad dime
novels?
And is it not proof of my clairvoyance that I can do a "Book of Lists" a
hundred years before DavidWhatsisname?
2
Does any of this make any sense to you, 0 common man?
Ask me ifIcare.
/
The male is perfect. The female is perfect. It's when they get together
that's dis gusti ng.
The sprawl and fullness of two babes around my arms, the bosoms and
folds of their dresses, thezowie curves of their bods downwards,
The swimmer naked seen through my binoculars, alI this is my subject
matter, and you may ask,
What make you any different from another dirty old man, WaIt
Whitman?
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And I may wrestle with the sinews of your eyes and say,
Blow it out your ear, fathead.
3
I have perceiv'd that to be with those I like, if you know what I mean, is
enough for an old geezer like me,
To be surrounded by beautiful, curious, breathing, laughing flesh is
enough,
To pass among these hangers-on, these literary groupies, and rest my
arm ever so lightly round his or her neck for a moment, what is this
then?
I do not ask any more delight, I swim in it as in a sea. I'm not as young as
I used to be.
There is something in being close to sweating horselike men and women
and looking on their heaving forms, and in the contact and odor of
them, that makes you want to throw up.
But these things please the fans, and so I put them in.
4
I'm skipping this verse.
You want to make something of it?
5
A woman's body at auction,
That line ought to sell a million copies right there.
She too is not only herself, she is the teeming mother of mothers, she is
you, she is me, she carries all of us inside her. She must be very
uncomfortable.
She is the bearer of them that shall grow and be mates to more mothers.
More dirty stuff.
Have you ever loved the body of a woman?
Have you ever loved the body of a man?
Have you ever loved the body of a cactus?
Very carefully.
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Ifany thing is sacred the human body is sacred,
For any thing I put in my poems is either sacred or montonous,
And the human body is not monotonous.
And in man or woman a clean, strong, rippling form-fitted body, is more
beautiful than the most beautiful face.
Except maybe for Farrah Fawcett. Or Redford.
Wowee.
Have you seen the fool that corrupted his own live body? Or the fool that
corrupted her own live body?
For they do not conceal themselves, and cannot conceal themselves. And
for two twenties ...
6
o mybody! You may not be much to look at, but who cares when you're a
literary giant?
I believe that you are the source of my work,
I believe the likes of you shall stand or fall with my poems, and they are
my poems, anyone else would be ashamed ofthem but not me, no
sir, and here we go again,
/
Man's, woman's, child's, yours, mine and ours, Tom's, Dick's, and
Harry's, Moe's, Larry's and Curly Joe's, and even Shemp's,
Head, neck, eyebrows, earlobes, toenails, that indentation between your
nose and your upper lip that doesn't have a name, head bone,
thighbone, connected to the anklebone, anklebone connected to
the footbone, foot bone connected to the toe bone,
Hale and hearty, Laurel and Hardy, Gilligan, the Captain, Marianne,
the Professor, Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Howell III, Tinker, Evers,
Chance, Martin and Lewis, Sinclair and Lewis, Lewis and Clark,
Clark and Bar, Rogers and Hart, Rogers and Hammerstein,
Rogers and Dale, Annette and Cubby, Gilda and Garrett and John
and Danny and the new guy and Chevy, and Chris and Jimmy and
Burt and Dinah and Elvis and Bing,
Heart valves: palate-valves, bivales, sexuality, maternity, modernity,
fraternity, sorority, topography, monopoly, sorry, password,
scrabble,
Food, drink, swallow, pulse, digest, burp,
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The beauty of the waist, and thence of the hips, and thence downward
toward and past the knees. The beauty of the t1oor. The beauty of
the basement. The beauty of China.
The thin red jellies within you and me, the bones and marrow in the
bones, the strawberry jam on your shirt and the peanut butter
stuck between my teeth. Yuk.
The exquisite realization of health, or in my case the sublime sensibility
of senility;
o wow, this is the stuff of my poems, the yelIow pages of the nineteenth
century,
This is "'the stuff that made me famous, so I can put down anything I
damn please and people will buy it and put it in English textbooks
for God's sake,
o I say now everyone of my poems is a Whitman Sampler, and I was the
first one to go in big for Blood, Sweat, and Tears, and I like
Chicago too, but that's another poem by another guy.
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LOUISE
Cynthia Robertson
The forty-two year old, white man looked down at the woman in the
hospital bed and shuddered. Her face was so battered, he could hardly
recognize her. Blood oozed from an open gash between her eyes. It
trickled down her nose into a dark, red gauze bandage. Her left eye had
disappeared behind a mass of purple, swollen flesh. An angular, lumpy
forehead protruded, large and bruised below the wispy, grey hairline;
and the right side of her face was crushed in, making a hollow grove
where the cheek bone had been.
"Sonny? Where am I?"
"You're in the hospital, Louise. They really got you this time." The
man leaned forward against the side of the bed and covered her brown,
bony hand with his white one. "Who did this to you? Was it the same
men who broke in and tied you to a chair before? 1was afraid this would
happen." His face looked worried, but there was anger in his eyes.
"You've got to move, Louise. You can't stay in that hell-hole of a neigh-
borhood, where people just break down a door and take what they
want!"
"All 1 remember-I was cleanin'-dustin'-an' 1 hear's this
terrible noise. That's all 1 remembers. 1 get so confused. Seems like 1
stays confused most all the time. 1 guess 1 fight 'em pretty good, though.
See here-see my hand. That knuckle's all scraped off where 1hit 'em."
She lifted a fist to show him two pink, flesh marks.
He exhaled slowly and shook his head. "What am 1 going to do
I now?" he thought. "What am 1 going to do with this poor, old colored
/ woman?" For as long as he could remember she had been an ever-
present part of his childhood. She had helped care for him when he was
sick, and had put up with his teasing and foolishness all the years he was
growing up. He loved her. But he was irritated too-irritated with her for
pu tting him in this position and angry with society (and, yes at himself)
for using people and casting them off.
"They're going to keep you here for a few days," he said. "You go to
sleep now and I'll be back soon. We've got to talk about this some more.
We've got to think of a way to get you into a safer place."
Two days later, the white man was back beside the hospital bed
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again. Louise's head was propped up on pillows and some of the swelling
in her face had gone down. She gave him a crooked, toothless smile and
said, "Look at me, Sonny, my face look jes' like blueberry pie."
"How're you feeling?"
"Ma' head hurts a little-but I'm feelin' O.K. I'm 'bout ready to get
back to work. When they gonna let me go home?"
"Louise, that's what I want to talk with you about. I've been
thinking this over and I think it's time we moved you to an apartment
where there are more people around and where there is more police
protection-someplace in a better neighborhood."
;'What am I gonna do with the place I got?"
''You can sell it. We ought to be able to get something for it," he
said. "And then you can use that money to pay rent on a better place."
"Honey, I don't want to live in no 'partment. I love rna iii' no-count
house. It's raggedy but it's paid for and, Sonny-it's all I got." She
turned her head slightly and didn't look at him. "That used to be a pretty
nice neighborhood back when yo' daddy help me buy that place. Why, I
still got flowers out dere that yo' mama give me. 'Member when you youst
ta come out ta rna' place and follow me all round de yard? You youst ta
point at dem flowers an' say, 'Weez-what's dat?; Weez-what's dat?'
Ma house was pretty den. And rna friends is out dere. 01' Mr. Less and
Greta. We looks out after each other."
"Maybe so, but Mr. Less and Greta couldn't help you when those
men broke your door down and beat your face in could they? And it's
going to happen again: Somebody knows you live alone-and they'll be
back, Louise." She seemed to be thinking hard for a moment. He
thought she was considering what he had said. But instead she answered:
"Seems like dey jes' don't want to leave us 01' colored folks alone no
more. I gets so confused. I don't know what happen-I was sleepin', I
guess, and-bangl-I thought it was thunder or sumthin'. They had
those masks on they faces-an' one of urn' takes he fist and hits me right
herel I got ta' get home an' take care rna' place. Wonder when dey
gonna' let me go home?"
The man moved uncomfortably in his chair. "She just doesn't
listen," he thought. "She just won't listen to reason."
He tried again:
"Will you just look at some apartments? Maybe we can find you one
with a patio where you can have some flowers. Promise me you'll just
look at some places." The old lady looked at him again. She seemed to
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understand the concern in his voice. Putting her hand on his arm she
said, "Sonny, don't worry 'bout 01' Louise. You know if you want me to
look, I'll look. After all, you is all de fambly I got. I'll do jes' what you
say. But I'll be all right, you know. I'm gonna get me a gun. I sets right by
rna front doorinma big 01' chair, and ifdeycomes, I'll blow dem right off
de porch! I ain't afraid. I ain't gonna die 'til the good Lord gets ready fa'
me. I ain't afraid. I only gotto die once."
me. I ain't afraid. I only got to die once."
When he left Louise he felt tired. As he walked through the long,
cold halls of the hospital his head was down and his shoulders were
slightly stooped. He felt heavy with his new burden-s-this strange new
burden of poverty and age and helplessness.
THE PRETTIEST SOUND
Carla Stoneberg
I
/
Man, did I ever see something today. Made me wish I could do it
myself in an emergency. Jonesy says certainly I could learn, so who
knows? Maybe I will try to take the course.
It all started this evening when we was clearing away the supper
trays in the dining room at the nursing home where I work as a nursing
assistant. (That's the latest glamour word for "nurse's aide.") I was just
putting a tray back in the cart when I hear Alicia, that's another nursing
assistant, scream frantically, "Jonesy, come quick!"
I look over and see Alicia whapping her hand hard against the cheek
of old Mr. Burns, one of the patients here, who is slumped forward onto
the table where he has just finished eating. My own blood suddenly stops
cold in my veins. Not spry old Charley Burns, not him! Why just last
night he beat me at the quick game of checkers we played together
during my coffee break. I want to run over and help him, and I can't. My
feet are frozen.
But Jonesy's aren't. Jonesy comes flying into the dining room just
like her nurse's hat was all wings. Before I can blink, she grabs Mr.
Burns under the arms, and lowers him carefully to the floor. When he is
all laid out flat on his back, I can see his face. It is the color of ripe purple
plums.
I guess Jonesy sees it too. She gets down on her knees beside him and
puts her cheek close to his nose. Guess she doesn't feel no breathing
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because she pinches his nose shut, puts her mouth on his, and breathes
into him a few times. Then she stops and looks at him and feels in his
neck to see if there is a pulse. Next thing Iknow, Jonesy has ripeed open
Mr. Burns' shirt and is pushing up and down on his chest with her hands.
Every little while she stops, moves to his head, and breathes into him a
couple of times. Then she pumps on his chest some more.
She keeps this up for about a minute and then stops and looks at
Mr. Burns, who is still as dead as he can be. Jonesy tells Alicia to call the
ambulance and be sure to get one with medics on it because we have a
heart attack here. Then she tells me to get the other patients out of the
dining room and goes right back to pumping on Mr. Burns' chest. There
was only a few people left in the dining area when this all started, and
they can hardly wait to get out of the room, so it don't take me too long.
When I come back, Jonesy is still pushing up and down on Mr.
Burns' chest. The sweat is coming out on her forehead now, and her
long, pretty blond hair is starting to fall out of her bun and is getting in
..her way. Alicia tries to pull it back for her, but she can't get it too good. I
can hear Jonesy counting to herself, "one and two and three and four and
five and ... " to help her keep the rhythm while she pushes on his chest.
Every time she gets to fifteen, she stops and breathes into him a cou pIe of
times. Every once in a while she stops to see if old Mr. Burns will keep
going on his own. Since he don't, she goes right back to pumping and
breathing.
After about fifteen minutes of this, we hear the sirens outside, and
Alicia and I run to open the door for the medics. Two good looking
guys-one has red hair and freckles-race past me carrying a bag and a
small machine. Jonesy sure looks glad to see them. Red drops down
beside her and takes over the chest work, while Jonesy goes up to Mr.
Burns' head to do the breathing. They work together while the other guy
attaches the machine to Mr. Burns. The machine turns out to be a heart
monitor.
Everyone stops for a few seconds while the monitor cranks out a thin
strip of paper. The medics stare at it an instant, and then Red mumbles
something into the two-way radio he has with him. Next thing I know,
the medics have shipped out from somewhere two paddles, which they
shove under and on top of Mr. Burns. Red shouts, "Stand back,
everyone," and then all at once old Charley Burns' whole body gives a
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quick jerk, like someone just shot electricity into him, which they did.
We all stare at him.
And would you believe it, suddenly I hear Mr. Burns take a gasp.
On his own! We all hold our breath. Then even I can see his chest start to
rise and fall again! Jonesy looks at Red and the other guy, and suddenly
she starts to cry ..Red puts his arm around her, and then I can't see them
anymore, because I'm crying too.
When the medics finally leave for the hospital with Mr. Bums on
their stretcher, the heart monitor is still attached to him. I hold the door
open, and and they go by me, I can hear the loud, steady beep beep from
the machine. I look over at Jonesy and Alicia. From the way they are now
smiling, I can tell they are listening to it too.
Prettiest dam sound I ever did hear!
THE POOR LITTLE BIC GIRL
(With Apologies to Hans Christian Anderson)
Jane McCollum
It was dreadfully cold outside. Cars were piled everywhere, schools
were closed, and the National Weather Bureau had issued a traveler's
warning.
But not everyone could enjoy the Indianapolis ice holiday. Butler
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students were still required to attend classes, and the little Bic girl had
set out from home to sell her wares.
She was trudging downtown with a bare head and bare feet. Her feet
had been covered when she had started from home that morning. But
she was wearing her father's high-top tennis shoes, which were too big,
and they had slipped off when she jumped out of the way of a skidding
automobile.
The little Bic girl was carrying a small bundle of lighters she had
purchased at cost. No one had bought any that day. She was trembling
with cold and she was hungry, because the ice had prevented her folks
from picking up their food stamps. But she could not go home. Her
parents would ground her because she had not sold any of the lighters
(and she had even read How to Win Friends and Influence People).
Going home would not keep her warm, either. After all, the coal miners
were on strike. Poor little child.
She could bear the cold no more. She was tired of fighting the snow.
She sighted a stoop nearby, and plopped down on it. Minutes later she
was forced to move. Loitering was not allowed. She moved on and found
a quiet corner where she tried to warm her feet and hands. She eyed the
lighters she was carrying and thought of the guaranteed 10,000 lights.
Certainly she could spare a few flicks for herself.
She nicked the Bic and saw images in the flame. Her thoughts were
warm. She saw a beautiful table, set with the finest china and silver. She
smelled the Swift's Premium Butterball turkey. It looked and smelled so
real she grabbed for it. She had put her flame out.
She nicked her Bic again. This time she saw the world's most
beautiful Christmas tree. The tree was silver, artificial, and adorned
with blue bulbs. It was prettier than any she had seen in the stores on
Halloween. Under it a large box, marked with her name, sat prettily
decorated. Again, she reached for the image and extinguished her flame.
She nicked her Bic once more. In a matter of minutes shewas on her
way to that place where neither cold, nor hunger, nor pain is ever
known-jail. She had accidentally set the building on fire and was
arrested immediately. To make matters worse, she was also arrested for
peddling goods without a license.
The people who read her story blamed her misfortune on
education, television, and lower class ignorance (society in general).
Poor little child.
But the poor little Bic girl did not care. She was not cold. She was
not hungry.
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AN ORDINARY DAY
JoAnn Gocking
I
/
Itwas raining, slowly and steadily, as she drove to work. Itwas cold
too, and the water began to freeze on the pavement. A yellow van had slid
into the back of a Lincoln on the inbound ramp, and the traffic was
snarled for three miles.
When she got to the office, forty minutes late, the new secretary had
managed to misdirect only three of her calls. Tony was throwing a
tantrum because he couldn't find her sketches of the St. Louis job. As
usual, they were right under his nose.
The morning ran on schedule, more or less. There were only two
letters from irate clients, and three meetings with confused young
salesmen. There was also a call from the office in L.A. They were having
their monthly minor crisis, and needed someone to t1y out and clear
things up.
Because of the meetings with the salesmen, she missed her coffee
break, and lunch couldn't have come too soon. She had tomato soup,
and chicken salad she'd intended to throw out. And she spilled tea on her
white poplin pantsuit. She knew she shouldn't have worn that summer
thing in November, anyway.
It was still raining at five-fifteen, and the parking lot at Kroger's
was a jungle. She stood in the express lane for twenty minutes, listening
to a little old lady with blue-tinted hair complain about the price oflima
beans.
When she tin ally reached the checker, the acne-faced boxboy with
the purple tie put the tomatoes in the bottom of the bag and squashed
them with a can of peas.
It took her only seven minutes to squeeze the car in between the
landlord's Chevy and Mrs. Kilpatrick's chrysanthemums. But by the
time she'd fumbled with her keys, and then dropped the mail, it was half
past six. She knew he would be grouchy. He always was when she was late
getting home.
But then she noticed. His car wasn't sitting at the curb. The win-
dows were all dark, the cat was still out, and the door had not been
unlocked. She was like that. She always managed to forget the things
that hurt. And it hurt when she remembered he was gone.
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POETRY
Cathy Gorski
Poetry is:
the expression of inward feelings
(known only to one)
through the use of words
(known to all).
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BATHROOM MONSTERS
David Darrell
"Bye, Mom," I said kissing her on the cheek.
"Bye, Daddy," I said a bit more awkwardly as he bumped out the
door, a suitcase in each hand.
I went over to the living room window and leaned over the back of
the couch and watched my Mom and Daddy get into the airport
limousine and start away on their trip to the Bahamas. There fell a
sudden emptiness in the house but it didn't touch me for long. Nothing
touches a ten-year-old boy for long.
A mischievous desire came into my mind and I darted out of the
living room and to the short flight of carpeted stairs that led upstairs. I
didn' quite make it.
"Jimmy," came my Aunt Stephanie's slow singsong voice, "where
are you going in such a rush? And you shouldn't run in the house."
She spoke in such a way that even I could tell she wanted to be firm in
her responsibility in watching over me for the next four days but felt she
shouldn't intrude too much as a guest. Boyl This was going to be a fun
vacation. I could feel that Aunt Stephanie would be easy to handle.
"Just up to my secret laboratory ," I replied finally.
"Well," she said, her eyebrows going up but a smile coming to her
lips, "just don't make a mess. You wouldn't want your mother to find a
mess when she gets home."
"I won't," I assured her as I continued up the stairs. In the little
square hallway at the top I turned left to a closed door with a cardboard
sign on it. It read:
SECRET LABORATORY
/
Enter at your own risk! II
Keep out! Top Secret!
I went in and shut the door behind me. It was really only a
bathroom, of course. But I had converted it into a most efficient
laboratory. A plastic bucket and assorted cups stood to the left of the
sink. Behind them was a rack of very realistic looking test tubes I had
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taken from my brother's chemistry set. There was also a funnel, some
spoons and straws, a collection of bottles of all sorts of weird shapes and
sizes, and a holIow tube plastic jump rope, which went from inside the
bucket into the toilet to the left.
A quite complete laboratory, I thought. And I built it all myself. I
looked into the bucket. It had only a couple inches of water, I mean H20,
in it now-I had drained off the rest through the jump-rope into the toilet
(all laboratories always did that). I moved to an assortment of jars to the
right of the sink-my supplies and chemicals. Now that Mom and Daddy
were gone, I had a lot more I dared use.
I took a little tin box marked "Anacin" and took out one of the
atomic pills. I put ibn a spoon and then fit another spoon on top and
crushed the pill. I had seen my mother do this once, and it alI fascinated
me how well it worked. I took a little of the atomic crystals and added it to
the 02H-er, H20-and threw the rest down the sink. It occurred to me
I should have measured it more carefulIy. That would have been more
scientific, but it didn't really matter since I didn't know what I was
making yet.
I searched now for some of my more potent chemicals. There was a
long-necked bottle of pink Helena Rubenstein hand lotion. This was a
code name actually for the chemical name spelled backward. What this
really was was Nietsnebur Aneleh acid. Ipoured a little of this into one of
the many containers, which I dug out of the waistbasket; this one shaped
like an old-fashioned milk container only smaller. From this I poured the
acid carefully into a test tube and then added some Pepto Bismal (no
need to reverse that name!).
Leaving this solution, I took some McKesson's Rosewater Gel (a
secret extract from rose petals discovered by scientist McKesson,
naturally) and some very rare and potent Mineral Oil, mixed them
together in an old bird feed jar, and poured the contents into another test
tube, although the gel gave me some trouble. Now, the dangerous part.
Using the funnel for safety, I poured about half of the acidic contents of
the first tube into the second. Finally, I took one of the straws and sucked
the molasses-like stuff in the second test tube part way up its length (I
had seen this done by my doctor many times after he took some blood
from my finger) and transferred it to the big bucket. Or perhaps I should
call it a tank-a chemical tank sounds good. The-the HP turned a
satisfying dull red. The. first part of my formula was complete. But that's
all I'm going to tell you because, after all, it's my secret formula.
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Anyway, you get the idea of how skillful and careful I work, though I
admit I don't take very good notes-it's too much trouble to spell. But
I'm a dedicated scientist and I worked all the way until Aunt Stephanie
called us for dinner.
I didn't get back to my secret laboratory that evening because
Bobby came over to play and then I wanted to see my favorite show:
"Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea." Before I knew it Aunt Stephanie was
making me go to bed. I think 8:00 is a rotten time to go to bed.
I just had one more chance to check the tank. Itwas half full of a
thick, lumpy fluid of a neutral tan-orange color I hadn't been able to
change. I could barely see a white film on the. bottom and as I turned to
go I thought I saw a rippling shudder disturb the surface. Itwas a little
scary and I closed the door tight.
I had some trouble getting to sleep. I always do after watching
"Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea." I used to have some real nightmares
after watching it or especially after "Outer Limits." My parents even
stopped me from watching them for awhile but eventually I got over it.
What I would do is, whenever a monster came on, I would look at
everything that was funny about it. I remember on one episode of
"V oyage to the Bottom of the Sea" they found some little things that
looked like pine needles at the North Pole or something and put them in
glasses of some clear chemical. Then when everyone was asleep, the
chemical started to bubble and the needle to grow until a long arm of it
crawled out of the glass and just kept growing. It crawled around and
killed a lot of people until they killed it,· I can't remember how. To me it
looked like a long strand of garland, like you put on Christmas trees only
made out of rubber and all curled about itself.
Oh, this was a mistake. I went and got myself thinking about all
that; no wonder I can't get to sleep. I've got too big an imagination.
That's what Mom always tells me.
"What-what-Oh, nol" I began to calm down. I must have got to
sleep after all because it was only a dream. The whole house was dark
and quiet. I hate it when nightmares wake me up in the middle of the
night. It's so still. I feel like I'm all alone. Just me and the night. Boy, am
I sweating.
I pulled the covers around me. I couldn't help looking toward the
crack of the door beyond which was the hall and my secret laboratory. I
actually shuttered. In my dream everyone had been asleep. But in the
bathroom my secret formula had begun to bubble and then something
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had grown out of it, had squeezed under the door. I shivered again. The
first person it would want to kill would be me. Monsters always kill their
makers.
But really this was ridiculous! I hated to admit it, but for all my skill
my formula was only a mixture of soaps and medicines and ointments.
Nothing could grow out ofthat, could it? At least nothing alive.
But had those different substances ever been mixed in just those
amounts before? I knew proportions meant a lot. I could have just
happened to hit on the right combination. A word came back to me I had
heard on T.V.: "the primordial soup." THAT didn't sound good.
But if I poured it out, what would I have to play with tomorrow? My
secret formula would be gone. And all for a stupid dream and dumb
fears.
But the feeling of the dream was still with me. What if I found
everyone eaten up in the morning because I was afraid to get rid of my
concoction?
I threw back the covers and headed for the bedroom door, but I
slowed down before reaching it. I peaked out cautiously but everything
was dark and nothing moved. I opened the door and moved into the hall,
careful to step over the creaky spots. The first thing I noticed was a slight
but disgusting odor. I almost went back but I had smelled things before.
The kitchen was just down the stairs. I crept up to the bathroom door
and almost slipped, having to catch the door handle and jiggling it a bit.
I froze very still in the quiet of the sleeping house and strained to
hear the stirring of someone rising. Nothing.
I opened the bathroom door. I stepped in hurriedly and dumped the
bucket. I rushed on tiptoes back across the hall and deep under the
covers of my bed. My heart was beating fast with so much excitement
that I probably only imagined there had been less stuff in the bucket than
I had remembered.
My conscience calm and clear, I drifted off to sleep.
Awake again. Only this time it was light. I seemed to recaIl some
dark memories from the night before but the light had banished them.
"Jimmy, you come out here right now," my Aunt Stephanie shouted
in a strange high-pitched tone. I realized I had not wakened by myself. I
rushed into the hall and stopped.
Three different things I sensed one after the other. First, I saw that
my chemical tank had been dumped out. (So that hadn't been a dream!)
Second, I smelled a taint of familiar odor in the air. Third, I heard Aunt
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Stephanie say: "I warned you about making a mess, young man. Now
you are going to stay in all day until you clean it all up." She stepped over
the point in question and got a rag from the bathroom and threw it to me.
I was so dumbfounded that I almost didn't catch it. I remembered
almost slipping in this carpeted hall the night before and now I saw why.
"How anyone could make such a mess," Aunt Stephanie said, "but
you're going to clean it all up."
In a daze I went to my knees, and with Aunt Stephanie lording over
me, I began to scrub at the slimy, evil-smelling green ichor that clung to
the carpet. Bewildered and frightened, I lifted my eyes and followed the
horrid green trail as it left the hall, went down the stairs, and turned out
of sight. I hoped, hoped to God that Aunt Stephanie would leave and not
make me follow the trail to its end.
All I could think of was curled Christmas garland that looked like
rubber.
plink-a-plunk
Annie Klausing
/
piano flunkie
cookie dunking
neighborhood punking
piano bench sitting
baby sitter hitter
kitty cat swinger
wrong note singer
held by the ear
by his mother dear
fingers plunking keys
far from pleasing
but better than a beating
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THE BRONZE ANNIVERSARY
Charles Ferruzza
Synopsis
ACT I: The curtain rises on lovely Magnolia Honeywell, busily
setting the table in her charming dining room. It is her eighth an-
niversary of marriage to Darryl J. Honeywell, a banker and civic leader.
Magnolia fusses over the dinner table, lavishly set, as for a party.
Darryl enters, and looks at the table, then asks, puzzled, what the
occasion is. Magnolia cheerfully tells him of the anniversary, and that
she has planned a dinner party for a few of their best friends. Darryl is
touched, but informs Magnolia that he had made other arrangements,
having promised to take his mistress, Ruta Percival, to the opening of a
new musical based on the life of St. Francis of Assisi. Magnolia nods in
approval, kisses her husband, and asks him to wear a raincoat, the
weather being so awful. Darryl promises not to be "too late"; Magnolia
tells him to enjoy himself, and stay out as late as he wishes as she has so
many socks to mend! She promises to call the best friends and cancel the
dinner party. Darryl exits, but not before praising her as a wife, and
mentioning something about "missing her" ....
ACT II, Scene One: In the lobby of the theatre Ruta whines that
she is missing the opening number, while Darryl waits to use the
telephone, the man in front of him evidentally is arguing with his wife.
Darryl gets on the phone, and talks to a man, with whom he had
arranged to hire a hit man to kill his wife. Darryl now has regrets, and
begs to cancel the order. Too late, he is told, the hit man has already left,
Darryl pleads with Ruta to let him dash home, but she refuses, saying
she'll release certain compromising photos to the papers unless she sees
the play. Darryl agrees, and they exit.
ACT II, Scene Two: Magnolia cheerfully sits at the now-cleared
dining room table, eating a TV dinner, and listening to the radio. Her
friend and next-door-neighbor Velita Sanchez enters. Velita, who
admits to having had an extra-marital affair with Darryl six months ago,
is furious about his treatment of Magnolia and hands Magnolia a
typewritten sheet with seven easy ways to murder an unfaithful husband
and not get caught. Vel ita admits to being expert, having cleverly
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drowned her second husband Filbert, after finding him in bed with the
exterminator. Magnolia tears the typewritten sheet up, saying she loves
Darryl more than anyone realizes. She then pulls a pile of his torn socks
from her purse, and begins mending them. Disgusted, Velita exits.
Magnolia mends, until the doorbell rings. Magnolia admits a mysterious
man in black, who peeks and snoops around, then pulls out a revolver,
aims at Magnolia and fires. He misses. Magnolia suggests that it might
be the mask, interfering with his vision. He takes the mask off, and aims
again, and misses again, and again. Angrily, he throws down the pistol
and asks Magnolia for a knife. "Cheese or steak knife?" Magnolia asks.
The man in black asks for both. Magnolia dashes off to the kitchen, and
returns with the knives, as well as some cheese, crackers and wine. "It's
been so long since I've had visitors!" Magnolia says, inviting the hit man
to be seated. He is confused, but agrees. They converse for the rest ofthe
act. He admits this is his first murder job, last he was formerly into hot-
wiring cars. Magnolia suggests he drop this "dangerous line" and go into
garage mechanics. She gives the man the name and number of "a very
dear friend" who will give him a break. Later, Magnolia turns up the
radio, and the two dance, drink more wine, eat the anniversary cake she
had baked, and dance again. Finally, he leaves, after Magnolia has given
him one of Darryl's old sweaters, a jar of pickled beets for his mother,
and a kiss. After he exits, Magnolia tidies up a bit, then drops off to sleep
on the sofa.
ACT III: Darryl returns, sees Magnolia's limp body on the sofa, and
believing her dead, calls the police. Afterward, he calls Ruta, and tells
her the job was a "success". Magnolia hears most of this conversation,
but doesn't move. When the police arrive, Darryl, in false hysterics leads
them to Magnolia's body. They examine her, and she pretends to
"awake", to Darryl's horror. She sweetly invites the police to stay for
sherry and biscuits, and touched they accept. Darryl is extremely
agitated as the police grill him, and faints. Magnolia revives him with
sherry, telling the police that he has been extremely ill, and she fears for
his health. Darryl awakes, finishes off another glass of sherry, while
Magnolia-ever the charming hostess-delights the police officers with
her vivacity and homemade pastries. Before they leave, Magnolia presses
upon each of them a box of sweets "for the children" and ajar of pickled
watermelon rind for "their dear wives". The police exit. Magnolia stares
at the trembling Darryl and asks him if he needs a seltzer. He faints
again. Magnolia phones for an ambulance, then resumes her knitting.
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ACT III, Scene Two: Darryl again revives, and pleads with
Magnolia to forgive him. Magnolia laughs, and asks ifhe can remember
the $20,000 insurance policy he gave her as an anniversary present
for their first, paper; anniversary. Darryl nods. Magnolia reminds him
of the $20,000 shares of cotton mill stocks he gave her on their second,
cotton anniversary. And the cow farm in Lanchester he purchased for
her on their third, leather anniversary. Darryl nods. Magnolia tells how
that was the last anniversary they celebrated, before Darryl started
drinking and carrying on with loose and wanton women. Darryl sud-
denly feels ill. Magnolia acidly announces that her gift to him was bronze
nitrate poisoning, undetectable if done slowly, gradually, as she had
been doing for the past weeks. With him gone, and all his property
heaped upon her, she can enjoy life to the fullest, and never feel guilty,
sinceit was justifiable, almost, with him hiring a hit man and all. Darryl
collapses as the sounds of sirens are heard in the background. Magnolia
puts on her apron, tidies up, and sets a platter of cookies on the table.
The doorbell rings.
Magnolia: (Wiping hands on apron) Oh my, I hope they do like
shortbread ....
CURTAIN
* * * * * *
Act III, Scene II
(The curtain rises on Magnolia, cradling Darryl's head in her lap,
wiping his brow with her-handkerchief).
Darryl: Wha ... What happened?
Magnolia: You fainted again. Are you alright now, sweets?
Darryl: (Somberly) No. Ifeel ill. Very ill.
Magnolia: Was it something you ate?
Darryl: I had a bite at Ruta's. Grilled cheese sandwiches and
applesauce.
Magnolia: That sounds harmless enough.
Darryl: She might have poisoned me. She's still angry with me for
not bringing a corsage. She usually wears one to the theatre.
Magnolia: Oh. How was the play?
Darryl: Francis died. But not before singing "Birds Do It, Bees
Do It".Quite awful, really.
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Magnolia: Maybe that's what made you iII?
Darryl: No. I survived The Sound OfM usic, didn't I?
Magnolia: Poor Darryl! Would you like to lie on the sofa?
Darryl: Please. (He feebly attempts to rise).
Magnolia: I'll help. (With great effort, picks Darryl off ground
and helps him to feet).
Darryl: Ring up Dr. Edvale. I'm sure I need a physician.
Magnolia: (Leading Darryl to sofa) I've called an ambulance.
Darryl: An ambulance? Whatever for? It's only a rotten case of
indigestion. You know how expensive ambulances are, Maggie. I'm
ashamed of you. It'll have to come out of your allowance for next week.
Magnolia: (Helping Darryl settle on sofa) Yes dearest.
Darryl: I'm sure it's nothing serious, but ifit is ... Maggie, I want
you take care of dear Ruta.
Magnolia: I'll take care of her alright. I'll ship her off to China in
a barrel marked "dead fish-dispose at will" .
Darryl: Now Mag, I'm perfectly serious.
Magnolia: So am I.
Darryl: You're still angry about the anniversary party aren't you?
Magnolia: You didn't even get me a gift.
Darryl: My, my! How mercenary we suddenly become. Eighth
anniversary. You baked me that cunning marble cake shaped like a
set of ale tankards? They would be clever.
Magnolia: Perhaps.
Darryl: Our bronze year. That's a good solid title for such a shaky
marriage ... Ironic, isn't it?
Magnolia: Terribly. Eight bronze years.
Darryl: They haven't all been so bad. Not the first three years,
anyway. Remember our very first wedding anniversary. Our paper
anniversary. you baked me that cunning marble cake shaped like a
newspaper. That was so cute. You worked so hard on the damn thing.
What did I give you?
Magnolia: A life insurance policy. A $20,000 life insurance
policy.
Darryl: Oh yes, I was being cautious, in case I died eating that
tremendous cake. Not that I should have worried. You're a fine cook
Mag. That's one of the reasons I married you. A tine cook.
Magonlia: The next year you gave me all those shares in Georgia
cotton mills for our second anniversary. And the cow.farm in Lanchester
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for our third, leather anniversary. You were so dear. and generous then.
Darryl: I give you a very bountiful allowance, Mag. You can't
accuse me of being stingy! I was an extravagant newlywed. I've since
matured.
Magnolia: The next year was our book anniversary. I worked all
afternoon baking you a lemon cake in the shape of the Gutenberg bible.
But you came home late, with lipstick on your collar and a copyof"Hints
To Heloise" in your hand. A paperback copy at that! I cried all night!
Darryl: Poor grudge-tilled little Maggie. I've said time and time
again, the stores were closed!
Magnolia: I forgave you, until the following morning. There was a
phone call from Feldman Fur Company. I was so excited, I thought you
had bought me .... but it was about a coat you had bought Ruta. A new
mink coat. I cried and.cried and cried. Then I rubbed onion slices into
my eyes so I could cry some more, so that when you came home you would
see how red my eyes were, and know I'd been crying. But you didn't come
home that night. Nor the next. I finally ran out of onions.
Darryl: Oh dear. Get me acig, will you dear?
Magnolia: They're not good for your health. And don't change
the subject. Ithurt me deeply.
Darryl: Itwas a tacky mink on sale. Dyed at that.
Magnolia: (Wailing) I don't have any mink!
Darryl: (Clutching stomach) Please Mag, you're making me ill. Get
me a seltzer. The pain is getting worse.
Magnolia: A seltzer won't help you. Nothing can help you.
Darryl: And what does that mean?
Magnolia: (Bitchily) Despite your little lapse of memory, I didn't
forget to make you a little anniversary gift this year .
Darryl: If this is about cake, I'm in no mood .
Magnolia: No, it's nota cake. You've already eaten it, or drank it,
in little bits and tiny doses this past week. A full three grams I should
say.
Darryl: What are you raving about?
Magnolia: Bronze! Bronze nitrate poisoning. Completely un-
detectable, if ingested into the bloodstream slowly, gradually and
carefully. I've served you enough bronze nitrate to kill a horse, or in your
case, it's ass. You won't live much longer. (Looks at wristwatch) Another
two or three minutes. Probably less. I dumped a full gram in your Maypo
this morning.
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Darryl: Idon't believe you! You've been reading too much Agatha
Christie!
Magnolia: What do you mean, you don't believe it? You never
thought dear Magnolia would mind if you ran off with a cheap tart for a
week, or bought her a mink coat, or an apartment with white carpeting?
No! Dear Maggie wouldn't mind sitting home like a fool mending dirty
stockings while the great and glorious master of the house sees a musical
show with his mistress! What kind offool do you take me for?
Darryl: You're vile!
Magnolia: (Picks up bag of mended socks and throws them at
Darryl) There's what I think of you damn socks! I can't wait until you
die! I'll collect your insruance, and your stocks, and your pension at the
bank, and I'll buy myself a t1oor-Iength sable coat and a new Cadillac
and a cruise to Hawaii and a diamond ring and a silver tea set and ....
Darryl: (Clutching heart) Stop! Now you're reaIling killing me!
Magnolia: (Evilly) Go on. Die! The faster you die, the quicker I
get your money. The quicker I spend it. On jewels and gowns and cars
and expensive restaurants!
Darryl: You'll pay for this. you can't get away with it. It'll haunt
you. You'll die of guilt.
Magnolia: Guilt? Guilt? Why should I be guilty? You tried to have
me killed. Yes, Darryl sweets, your young man with the gun was here
tonight. A charming lad. I may ask him to accompany me to Rome, or
Hawaii, or Paris.
Darryl: I don't know what you're talking about!
Magnolia: Darryl! You do know. I heard you talking to your
concubine on the telephone. "It's a success" you said. You should have
heard yourself. Such joy! Such happiness. Mean old Maggie, dead at
last. Now tell me Darryl, why should I feel guilty?
Darryl: (Rises, stumbles toward her) I won't let you do this ...
(Collapses into a heap).
(Magnolia stares at the lifeless body. A siren is heard in the
distance. Calmly, she picks up the socks, replaces them in the bag, and
returns the bag to the table. On the table, she picks up an apron, ties it
around her waist, and starts to tidy up the house. The siren becomes
louder and louder. Magnolia looks in the mirror, plays with her hair,
then walks into the kitchen and returns with a platter of cookies and
sweetmeats. The siren stops in front of the house. Magnolia sets the
platter on the table and arranges the t1owers. The doorbell rings)
Magnolia: (Wiping hands on apron) Oh, my, I do hope they like short-
bread ....
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THE WATCH
Kathy Stinson
Ite looked up. Two typewriter keys had gotten hung somewhere in
the office for a fraction of a minute. But immediately, the small span of
silence was replaced by the frantic rattle of the keys to make up for the
loss. So many typewriters, so many keys, each in charge of one small
letter. If one key was taken away, where would the machine be? Itwould
then be crippled, useless. Strange that one small key could be so
crucial-and not one man. He looked back down.
The cathedral clock chimed five gigantic strokes. Instantly, every
typewriter ceased-as if a great conductor had cut off his musicians. He
smiled, strangely pleased when one lone key clicked sheepishly after the
others. Well, at least it was not perfect. Before the last chime ceased, he
knew he would be the only one left in the big office. At 5:01 every day, the
others vanished. He sometimes tried to watch each one leave; he wanted
to make sure they actually left through the doors. But he invariably
blinked-and then they were all gone. Today was his last day to prove to
himself that they didn't disappear by a magic triggered by the cathedral
chime.
But they were gone; he listened to the last staccoto tap of a high heel
as it receded down the tiled hall-such a hollow, solitary sound. He was
alone.
Slowly he gathered his day's assignment together, neatly aligning
the edges of the sheets. Deliberately, he positioned the staple lengthwise
a quarter of an inch down from the top and a quarter of an inch in from
the side. Carefully, he applied the necessary pressure and slowly released
it once the stapler clicked. He placed the copy neatly in the "Finis" box
on his desk.
Most of his personal items he had already removed from his desk.
All that remained in the drawers were the neuter equipment-pens,
pencils, carbons, etc. Only his name plate-George Drake-remained,
along with an old framed photograph, on top of the desk.
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He reached for the photograph, holding it with both hands, elbows
cocked against the desk's edge; It was a black and white photograph
depicting that very office in its original form, when Harris and Sons, Inc.
was just beginning. There were only a few desks, with people busily
typing or talking. The typewriters were the old heavy black models. He
smiled remembering the laughter when carriages were slung off their
tracks in the feverish excitement of a typist. Now the only break in the
typist's manner was an occasional sharp, terse expletive-s-no emotion
really, just a terse noise uttered and banished in the same fraction of a
second.
He could feel the atmosphere change as he remembered those old
days. The days when each person was sorely missed ifabsent. Now, they
simply dialed a substituting service and had a replacement in hours. Ah,
but the old times, the fervor, the excitement, the emotions ....
A lower staccoto was approaching in the hall, followed by a rattling
mop can. The janitors were beginnning. He put his name plate in his
satchel and carefully laid the photograph inside. He quickly latched the
satchel and left the office, closing the hollow door after him. It glided
shut on an air cushion. He-sighed, wishing he could have heard the
decisive thump of-the old door. There was just no feeling in a door that
couldn't talk.
In the subway station, hewas quickly picked up on a wave of packed
moving bodies. Eventually the wave ebbed and he was beached at his
chosen depot. He turned for a moment to watch the wave roll away to
other platforms. He boarded the train and sank deep into a window seat.
Retirement. He was now officially a retired man. He had finally
reached that magical age that everyone spent their life working towards.
The day when one retired-and devoted all free time. to the pursuit of
happiness. He had tinally earned all the leisure time he'd often dreamed
of. Retirees were allowed to play golf; indulge in 'trash' books, as well as
real literature. He now had all the time he needed for those clubs and
organizations he'd always wanted to participate in, but never found the.
time to join. He now had the time ....
Strange to see all those cars backed up blocks on end, nearly im-
mobile. The surreys with their prancing horses used to rattle down the
streets just that slowly. But back then, that pace had been a fair clip.
Imagine stopping the carriage in the middle of the street to tip a hat to a
friend! Today, if a driver weretodothat, he'd get a traffic ticket in two
seconds, not to mention the anger incurred from all the: impatient
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strangers. He wondered vaguely if Bub Williams remembered the golf
.game they had arranged in the middle of rush hour .
. . . to play that golf game with Bub. But no, Bub had left town
twenty-five years or so ago. A mutual friend had visited Bub a few years
back and reported Bub was so crippled with arthritis that his fingers had
frozen permanently curled. Bub had laughed and joked he could still
hold a golf club, hejust couldn't pick it up. George had not laughed ....
He had often made a list of things he was going to do when he
retired. He drew one of these carefully out of the wallet in his coat pocket
and unfolded it:
1. Drink Champaigne (That was out; his mild diabetes couldn't
tolerate the sugar).
2. Plant a small garden (Not much he could plant on a balcony).
3. Take grandkids to park (Besides the fact that they were four
states away, the park was now a parking lot).
The list went on, but he crumpled it into a tight wad, trying to ignore the
pain radiating through his fingers. He'd just go to the party.
The train stopped. He moved onto the platform waiting to be
launched onto the outgoing tide.
He spoke to the doorman as he went through his building's lobby.
No one was in the elevator as he rode to the seventh floor. Hewalked
noiselessly down the carpeted hallway and turned the key easily in the
lock.
He crossed the room, hanging his suit coat neatly in the closet,
placing his satchel neatly on the shelf with his hat. Long had he and
Emma planned this day, his retirement day. They were to have dinner
at Peppino's where they had had lunch the day he'd been hired. Strange
how one never thought of things changing-not then anyway. Now-well,
now change was expected. Itbrought no surprises, just acquiescence.
Peppino's was gone-burned in the street riots. Senseless,
shocking-but he'd seen them all just shrug. Emma had cried. How like.
Emma. She was gentle and sweet without being silly. He saw very few of
her kind these days. Oh, some in the office were called "sweet," but he
could feel the calculating brassiness oflost innocence. The sweetness was
only an acceptable guise. Emma was soft ....
But Emma, too, was gone. And here, the day they'd laughed about
and planned for so often. He shrugged. He'd long since given up ex-
pecting anything. They'd laughed about the proverbial gold watch of
retirement. A machine to keep track of their full hours together .... He
shrugged and headed for the bedroom.
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He dressed slowly and carefully. He retraced his steps to the subway
and alighted from a taxi in front of a spacious condominium. Slowly he
walked up the path and pressed the bell. Inside, a chime cascaded down
a tinkling scale. A maid opened the door.
The entire office personnel had attended. Even some of the old
employees, those just recently retired. He was led to his place of honor, a
seat to the right of Mr. Finch, president.
He looked curiously at Mr. Finch whom he'd only seen a few times
since the company had been sold last year! Mr. Finch grasped George's
hand firmly, sending small spikes of pain through the arthritic joints,
and pumped it vigorously. The entire office personnel applauded.
The banquet was an elaborate feast. George Drake was the last of
the original Harris and Sons, Inc. employees to reach retirement. Mr.
Finch had decided it was a grand occasion to score with the current
employees. He'd crack down later.
George looked curiously around the room, nodding now and again
at some old friend. Their presence puzzled him. He ate very little and was
quite relieved when Mr. Finch finally tapped his wineglass for silence.
"Ladies and gentlemen, I'd like to thank you all for appearing here
to pay this last tribute .... "
George heard Mr. Finch's speech only distantly. He was watching
the other retirees gathering at the foot of the table, their faces masked
with sad smiles.
" ... as a token of our gratitude ... loyalty ... our company .... "
Somehow he stood upon cue, but his attention was on the advancing
retirees and the small box Zeke carried.
" ... as a token of the time given .... "
He opened the box. Inside was the proverbial gold watch and a
small tear crowded the corner of his eye.
Craig Danners was seated facing George Drake at the banquet. He
saw the small tears in George's eyes and watched the quick flickering
glance George passed over each of his old cohorts. Craig Danners did
not comprehend. He thought George to be immensely surprised and
pleased at the expensive watch. He shifted uncomfortably in his seat,
and bent to whisper to Lorilei, his wife.
Craig Danners was new to the company of Harris and Sons, Inc. He
was young and ambitious. Mr. Finch was on the lookout for young
executives. That was precisely why Danners was seated so near George at
the dinner. He had switched name cards before the guests had been
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seated. But now he was restless. Under the table Lorilei kicked him,
none too daintily, so he tried to settle down by reviewing the day's events.
He often did this. He wasn't really sure just what it accomplished but, as
he seldom found fault with his actions, it was good therapy.
Now, however, he kept seeing George Drake sitting quietly af his
desk in the office. It had been Danner's typewriter keys that had caused
George to look up. Danner had scowled, and as he stopped to untangle
the keys, he had seen George's face. It had made him nervous.
Danner did not know George very well. Sure, he spoke to him, and
joked about ballgames with him, but something about George had
always made Danner uneasy. He was glad George was finally retiring.
It'd do the old codger good. Danner leaned back in his dining chair
and supressed a smile. Retirement, now that was a nice thought. He had
a ways to go to get to sixty-five, but ifhe played his cards right, he'd be
able to retire long before that. Then he could sail Cari bbean cruises three
months of the year, and spend several nights a week at the Yacht Club
house. Just think, first a round of par golf, followed by a hot sauna and
topped with a candle light dinner with the best house brandy.
Lord knows he hadn't time to enjoy the Club now. It took a week's
salary just to pay the monthly dues. Of course, Lorilei had complained
about the "men only" rules, but a full-length rabbit coat had placated
that tempest.
Yeah, boy, ole' George sure had it made. He didn't have to worry
about catering to some old lady's whims and fancies. Abruptly, Danner
remembered how he had smiled knowingly at George as he offered his
condolances at Emma's funeral. He had thought perhaps he could reach
George then. But the conspirator's smile had been lost on the older man.
George had only withdrawn and turned away with a sad, pitying look in
his eyes.
Lorilei kicked him again. He scowled and shot her a dark glance,
but it fell upon hard cool eyes. He stopped in his thoughts and considered
her. She was undoubtedly beautiful. Actually, her nose was too long, her
brows too haughty. The nose she softened with make-up artististically
applied. The brows she softened with a practiced tilt of her head. She was
as ambitious as he. At times, he admired her; at times, he feared her. But
he was always proud to introduce her as his wife.
A guest bumped into his chair. Craig Danners was momentarily
flustered, but recovered immediately. He watched the guests begin to
mill around. He watched passively as Mr. Finch shook hands with
George Drake, and listened as Finch accepted Drake's early departure.
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Again Danner thought how lucky George was to be-going home to
an apartment where he had complete freedom and privacy. Such a
life-no one to concern oneselfwith,no where tobe at a specific time, no
special projects to be done on time. A life with no restrictions ....
On impulse, Danner pushed his chair back and strode to where
George awaited his coat and hat. With a knowing smile, he offered
George his hand, "George, congratulations! You, above everyone else I
know, deserve this new life!"
Danner lowered his hand, confused. George only stood there,
mutely looking at him with the same eyes Danner had seen at Emma's
funeral. Slowly George turned to receive his coat and hat, leaving
without a verbal acknowledgement.
Danner shrugged, looked for Mr. Finch and immediately forgot
George Drake.
/
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INDIVIDUALITY
Cathy Gorski
The greatest characteristic of mankind
is Individuality ..
Ifman laxes into conformity,
he becomes onlyan
unrecognizable piece of
the massive universe.
But:
Ifman can be individualistic,
he then becomes his own
Massive Universe--
A unique conglomeration that is
easily recognizable.
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A small gray replica of Blarney Castle that played "When Irish Eyes
Are Smiling" gathered dust on an end table in a corner of the little room.
Or, rather, it tried to gather dust. Every time it had hoarded any per-
ceptible amount, the old little woman would bustle over and wipe it
spotless with a cloth sprayed with Lysol.
She hefted the old black phone and dialed "2" seven times, to hear
the deep friendly voice of the man who gave the weather report.
"Continued cloudy and cold today with a high of 22 and an over-
night low of seven. The extended outIook-"
"You were wrong yesterday," she scolded.
"-becoming warmer Thursday-"
"It didn't snow at all. And I was hoping I could watch the snow out
of my picture window."
"-and Friday with a chance-"
"No, it didn't snow at all. Now how can I trust you, young fellow?
After you tell me something that isn't true at all?"
"-of rain mixed with snow. Be sure to look into a First National
Blue Check Account, no service charge with an average balance over one
hundred dollars ... "
"I want you to know I'm very disappointed inyou."
" ... Continued cloudy and cold today with a high of22-"
"No need to repeat yourself. I heard you just fine the first time. But
you shouldn't tell people anything if you're not sure. People count on the
weather, and you shouldn't tell them anything if you're not sure. But
don't worry, I'll still call you again tomorrow. Goodbye, dear."
She replaced the receiver before the tape could modulate any
further, then climbed out of her bulbous green sofa and tottered over to
the front window of her tiny little orange brick house. She stood there for
a long time, just watching the cars whiz past in the twilight, her body a
wrinkled silhouette outlined by the passing glow of their headlights.
Her name was Bess Titsworth, and she was the last Titsworth left in
Denver, since a cousin had changed his name a few years before. She
would never forgive Humphrey for that. Her only daughter, Clementine,
had married a high school teacher (she could have done much better)
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and got her name changed to Woodworth. The son-in-law would always
say that he had changed Clemmie's Tits to Wood. "That tells you what
kind of a fellow he is," thought Bess, pursing her lips in disapproval.
They lived in DalIas and never called or came to visit, except on
Christmas, when they didn't really want to but she let them because it
made them feel better.
Bess had been very independent, really, before she stopped driving
and started staying all the time in her little house.
A few years before she would drive all around the east side of town,
puttering around the shopping malls, always parking her immaculate
1967 Cadillac Coupe De Ville in the most remote reaches of the parking
lots, so those rough drivers wouldn't hit her car with their doors. She
would hold up lines in supermarkets for record times asking why the
melba toast cost almost twice what it had forty years ago, telling the
fascinated cashier about how she had gotten her daughter (who was now
married to a very important educator) to eat her melba toast when she
was a baby by telling her it was holy communion practice. She would face
service stations with ruin by threatening not ever to come back for her
dollar's worth of premium if they didn't to a better job cleaning her
windshield, and would prove in numerous debates with department store
clerks and grocery sack boys that the Democrats had to be fixing the
elections, because all of her friends voted straight-ticket Republican, but
the Democrats still won.
But now she only ventured out once every two weeks to the grocery,
stacking up traffic behind her as she inched the four blocks to and from
the store, always leaving behind a staff of confused and chastised
checkout girls and assistant store managers.
The veins stood out on her tiny hands. The wrinkles on her face
changed directions when she smiled. Her hair was an uncanny sable
brown that battled to explode into gray between Miss Clairols. She was
very old, but she didn't mind. She didn't mind even living alone; her little
husband had always left things lying around, and had always left the
toilet seat up. It had been fifteen years since he had passed away, and the
toilet seat had been up the whole time.
She sighed, then brightened, noticing a crinkle in the plastic over
over the easy chair in her dim living room. Bustling over and fixing it
took three or four minutes. She fiddled with the TV set, but there was
nothing but news on. Why couldn't they have a special Lawrence Welk
station for the older people?
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There was dust in the house with her, fugitive dust that floated in
the light from the windows before settling briefly on something and being
quickly Lysoled away. The dust was all that moved in the house except
for Bess, and it quieted what little sound there was.
'Hmmm. Should 1 have a cup of pudding now, or wait until after I
straighten things up a little?" she thought. She thought about that for a
while in the silence.
"Hmmm." She took a brief tour of the quiet dim rooms, moving
little figurines and souvenir matchbooks fractions of inches, smoothing
out microscopic creases in the bedspread, making sure there was plenty
of Kleenex in the dispenser. Then she went into the kitchen to tackle a
can of pudding.
It was Snack-Pack pudding, all-artificial chocolate fudge. She had
to get a screwdriver out of the little tool drawer and pry the flip-top lid
from the can, and then she could only eat half the can, because it was so
rich.
She bustled slowly (a slow bustle is like a very fast totter) over to the
rocking chair next to the sofa and eased herself down into it. Then she
rocked. The only sound in the house was the low hum ofthe air vent from
the furnace.
Rocked. Very slowly, fora long time.
She looked at the phone.
"I wish someone would call and talk to me."
Rocked.
"I t would be so nice to have someone to talk to. ,;
The refrigerator stared back at her, and the grandfather clock stood
silent, having been broken for a long time. She stared at the shine in the
front of the refrigerator.
"Wouldn't it?"
The freezer door came open a little as it said, ''I'll say."
She blinked. "What?"
A little cold vapor smoked out as it said; "I said, 'I'll say.' "
"You'll say what?" Bess was a little frightened, but she did prefer
that things be clear in what they were talking about.
"I'll say it would be nice to have somebody to talk to."
"You will?"
"Ijustdid."
She stood up and bustled around in a circle for a while, before
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turning back to the Frigidaire. She was tussling with mixed emotions
-there was nothing she liked better than having somebody to chit-chat
with, but she didn't know wether or not she wanted it to be furniture.
"Can you talk?" she said, tumingback to it.
Itpaused, churning its freon. "Yes, I can. Always could."
"Why didn't you say something before?"
"You never asked me anything."
"Oh. Well, at least you're polite."
"Thank you. I'm not the only one, either."
"Other refrigerators talk?"
"I mean other things here in the house. They can talk, too."
"That's right," the clock chimed in. "And I do wish you'd get me
fixed, ma'am."
"Ohl Hello!"
"Hello. It isn't any fun being broken."
She looked sympathetically into its face, but she was firm. "Well,
I'm sorry, but the man wants a hundred and fifty dollars to fix you."
"My," it knitted its numerals. "That is a lot of money. Still, Ithink
I'm worth it."
Bess was warming to her audience now. They all seemed very nice.
"Well, we'll talk about that later. Nowwho else can talk in here?"
The whole house fluttered, drawers opening and closing, cabinets
flipping their doors,and the toilet seat came down for the first time in a
longtime.
"I can," cried the lamp brightly.
"Me, tool" That was a bookshelf.
"Do not forget about me," said the coffee table in a polished voice.
"And don't forget your Blarney Castle, lass."
They had a marvelous get-together, Bess bustling from room to
room, chatting with and about every little thing, and she just knew she
had the friendliest furniture anywhere. She decided after awhile that this
was sufficient reason to call her daughter in Dallas, since this was the
biggest news that she'd had since her last check-up. Could her daughter
handle this, though? Bess couldn't be sure, but she picked up the phone
anyway.
"I talk, too," it said in a little voice that rang in her ears.
"Fine, dear, but not now.Tm going to caIlSusan."
She pushed a pencil into the last finger hole of the small black
phone, hefting the dial around to the little metal bar that stopped it.
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"Operator. "
"Hello, dear. This is Mrs. Titsworth. Do you remember me? We
talked last week when I tried to call the President."
"I'm sorry, ma'am, but that must have been one of the other
opera tors. There are thirty of us here."
"Oh, Well, I want to call my daughter in Dallas."
"What is her name, rna' am?"
"Susan."
"Susan what?"
"Oh, yes. It's Susan Woodworth. The number is 619-382-3710."
"Urn, if you know the number, ma'am, why didn't you dial it
yourself?" .
"W ell, you see, I was hoping to talk to that very nice young girl who
helped me last week, but that isn't who you are."
"I'll connect you."
The phone rang down in a nouveau-ranch house down in the buckle
of the Sun Belt.
"Hello?"
"Susan, dearest, this is Mother."
"Oh, hello Mother. I've been meaning to call, but it's just so busy
around here."
"Yes, I know how busy you are. You don't have to worry about
calling me. Don't worry about you mother here alone, trapped in this
house."
"Oh, Mother-"
"Well, don't worry about that. I have some real news for you
tonight."
•'What is it, Mother?"
"Are you ready?"
"-Yes."
"Well, all right. I've been talking to my furniture."
"Oh, that's fine ... What?"
"The furniture has been talking to me, and since I haven't been out
for so long and I certainly don't have anyone else to talk to ... "
"To the furniture?"
"To the refrigerator, who is very nice, and to my grandfather clock,
and to the tables and chairs and cabinets, and, oh, my Blarney Castle has
the sweetest Irish accent."
"Mother, do you feel all right?"
"I feel marvelous, now that I have a whole houseful offriends."
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"Hold on a minute. I'm putting Bill on the line."
Bess let the corners of her mouth wrinkle down, because she had
never liked her son-in-law.
"Hello, Mother Titsworth. What is this foolishness?"
"Nothing, William. I would like very much to talk to my daughter."
"What have you been telling her?" His voice was low as always, a
quick, ambitious voice.
"I only wanted to tell Susan that I have been having the nicest
conversation with the furniture."
"Oh,now-"
"Now, don't be put out, William. After all, it seems no one else is
ever going to call me."
"What's the matter with you? You can't talk to furniture."
"Don't try to stop me, just because you feel guilty."
"Will you be serious, damn it all!"
Bess' voice was very soft, offended at his language.
"I am serious, William. My furniture had been very nice to me, and
we have been chatting all afternoon."
"All right. Just don'tgo away. We'll be there tonight or tomorrow."
"Where would I be doing?"
"I t seems you can't take care of yourself, M other Titsworth."
"Well, at least I have my furniture to help out."
He hung up, and the receiver said, "That guy sounds like a real
bastard."
"Don't you say things like that," Bess reprimanded. "Not in my
house." She dialed the "0" again.
"Operator."
"Hello, dear. Are you the girl I talked to a little while ago, about
calling my daughter in Dallas?"
"Urn ... as a matteroffact, I am."
"Oh, fine. Well, did you know that she and her husband are
coming up to see me this very night? It seems they don't approve of my
talking all the time with my furniture, which makes such nice con-
versation. You don't mind, soyou?"
"Mind what?"
"That I talk to my furniture."
"Oh, no. Not at all. What is this, lady?"
"Why, nothing to worry about. Listen, dear, would you like to talk
to my refrigerator?"
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"What is your name, rna' am?"
"I told you the last time. It's Bess Titsworth."
"Where do you live?"
"In my house at lSS4 N. Post Road. It's orange brick, with nice
bushes and ivy in front, but the ivy is getting over the picture window,
and I suppose I'll have to pay some man to come and cut it back."
"Don't go anywhere tonight, ma'am. I'll make a few calls and get
back to you."
"Oh, you're going to call me? That's just fine. I'll stay right here,
and talk to you later, dear. Thank you."
She hung up the phone and leaned comfortably back into her
rocking chair, taking in the room and all her friends, a little tired from
all the excitement. The room was silent.
"Well," she said brightly, "why don't we get back to our nice little
talk?"
She was still talking away when they came to get her, two handsome
young men from the Emergency Center and her daughter and son-in-
law, who had caught the tirst plane up. She introduced them all to her
house, and protested when they piled her into the back seat of their Ford
station wagon.
They took her to live with an old aunt from the other side of the
family, a woman who lived alone in an apartment in Topeka, and they
were all very happy. All Bess had ever really wanted was someone to
putter and bustle and talk with.
They had put the house up for sale, and there was now a square
metal sign rusting away in the rain out in front ofthe ivy-covered picture
window.
The lights were off inside. The dust tiltered won in the silence,
covering the floor and the top of the refrigerator and the turrets of the
Blarney Castle. The heat had been turned off, so there was not even a
whisper of air from the vents in the corners of the floors. The rooms were
still, the house quiet, dead.
The refrigerator said, "What are we gonna do now?"
/
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A time for war; a time for peace ....

